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Introduction
Rural Development Foundation is striving to provide quality education to rural children. Majority of these
children are from underprivileged families and are first generation learners. In a period of 19 years, over
5000 children and their families have been impacted.
It all started off with one school and a strength of 80 children in an ancestral building. Since then, RDF
has opened four schools and a junior college. Three schools are in Parvatagiri mandal and Nekkonda
mandal of Warangal district. The fourth RDF school is in Chinnakoduru mandal of Medak district. A
total of 1700 children are enrolled in the four RDF schools and the junior college. Teaching staff are
recruited from local and surrounding villages. They are initially trained by the senior staff and then
provided with continuous support to improve the quality of teaching skills and subject knowledge.
RDF schools faithfully follow certain practices like welcoming of their guests and visitors with a Guard
of Honour. On display are exhibits and working models that are explained by the students followed by a
cultural programme. Other than these, there are many more practices that attract the visitors’ attention
such as different modes of clapping styles, hand signals to request for different items during lunch,
maintaining a high level of discipline and decorum in and outside the school. RDF stakeholders believe in
environment friendly practices and thus restrict usage of plastics, synthetic manure and pesticides.
RDF Board of Directors give utmost importance to providing the teaching staff with opportunities to
build their abilities in the latest teaching - learning practices. Students are also encouraged to participate
in summer camps and go on educational trips so that they can improve their communication skills in
English and develop other life skills.
RDF schools run on donations and sponsorships. About 10 - 15% of the children are given 100 - 60% fee
exemption after a thorough process of checking to ensure deserving children are provided with financial
support and others pay a nominal fee of around Rs 3000 to Rs 6000 per annum depending on their socioeconomic status. RDF provides free nutritious lunch every day, books and two pairs of uniforms every
18 months.
After recognizing the good effort and the quality of education being imparted at the RDF schools, the
Tech Mahindra Foundation team visited the schools and decided to partner with them to extend the
services in identified Government run schools.
A series of consultations between Tech Mahindra Foundation and Rural Development Foundation has
resulted in signing of the MOU, with TMF as a funding agency and RDF as the service provider. Rajiv
Vidya Mission, SSA represented the Government to monitor the programme implementation.
The project is named as “School Based Quality Improvement Programme” (SQIP). RDF has initiated to
extend its services to select Government run schools with corporate funding support, to impart high
quality education, values and discipline. Rigorously trained alumni of RDF schools are placed in these
institutions and are closely monitored by the senior staff.
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To launch the program Bahardurpally Mandal Parishad Primary School was selected. The school has a
strength of around 170 children with an appointed Head Master. There were two 'Vidya' volunteers
whose salaries were paid by the local panchayat.

Objectives of Project:





To improve the quality of teaching and learning processes
To improve child participation in extra and co curricular activities
To improve parent and community participation
To improve the ambience of the school premises

Baseline was created by a consultant and the report with observations and recommendations was taken as
a base document to draft the proposal after a visit to the school by the RDF team.
Duration of the project: April 2014 to March 2015
Interventions were divided into 5 major categories.
i. Staff recruitment - Salaries
ii. Pedagogical interventions – Trainings
iii. Student activities – nutrition, extra curricular activities, classroom resources
iv. Infrastructure - School building repairs and enhancing the appearance of school premises, play
area, kitchen garden.
v. Non recurring items and monthly bills
vi. Administration and Travel
A process/module was adopted for activities being undertaken. Focus of methodology was child centric
and catered to the active and equal participation of both teacher and child through experiential learning
processes. In short the transformation of the whole process flow was in the following manner
I do you watch
I do you help
We do together
You do I help
You do I watch
You do and record
The classroom process included pre planned activities, developed and procured resources, project work,
group work, student clubs with specified roles and responsibilities for both curricular and co curricular
activities.
Phase I - Initiation
The project was initiated in the month of April 2014. Teaching and non teaching staff was identified
from alumni and some of them were on deputation from RDF schools. The whole process was completed
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in the last week of March and commenced from April 2014. The staff stayed in RDF schools for
internship and had to undertake an orientation programme.
The following were appointed :
Mr Ashok - school coordinator Mr Srinivas - academic coordinator, Mrs Emilea - English language
resource person. Four local lady teaching staff were appointed as teachers. A couple Mr Srikanth and Mrs
Sirisha as watchman cum gardener and ayah respectively. Mr Suresh - computer operator cum teacher.
Mr Suryam replaced Mr Harish as junior PET and Mr Lakshmi Narayana as senior PET from Matendla
school.
All staff was guided and mentored by Mr Shankar, junior coordinator for RDF and Mrs Subhashini as
senior coordinator for the project.
Simultaneously repair work of the school building was being undertaken. Since the damage was
extensice the repair work that should have been completed during the summer vacation continued for a
longer period of time. The top layer of the roof had to be chipped out and replaced by a new one.
Repairs to the toilet and kitchen shed were needed and drainage and wash areas were set up. Painting of
the school building, picture themes for the classrooms, cleaning of the premises, plumbing and electrical
work, laying of a kitchen garden, setting up of a play corner and miscellaneous carpentry work was taken
up. Windows were fitted with iron mesh to stop snakes from entering into the classrooms.
There was water scarcity in the village and the school area was also affected. Hence, the kitchen garden
and plantation activities did not have good yields.
New recruits were given 3 days of residential training in Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE)
by the State Resource Persons from the Government department and were monitored by the senior staff of
RDF during and after the training for effective implementation.
The new team of staff members arrived on 1st June and stayed at the school. The school premises were
being misused by local antisocial elements and initially there were clashes. They also indulged in
destruction of school property. The staff was attacked verbally and physically within a span of three
months. Bahadurally village sarpanch Mr. Srinivas and upa sarpanch Mr Ashok and some parent
committee leaders were of great support.
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Phase II - Implementation
Various activities were implemented with a clear strategy and expected outcome. Some of the activities
were executed with the support of partner organizations and others with the expertise of skilled senior
staff of RDF.
To begin the programme, age appropriate assessment for Class 3,4 and 5 was conducted in basic oral and
written skills such as Reading and Writing in English and Telugu; and four mathematical operations
namely addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Less than 5% of the children could complete
age appropriate assessment skills and for all others learning levels were well below their capacity. The
same test was again conducted in the month of April 2015 and compared with the assessment of July
2014.
Performance of students in April 2015 showed progress in word and sentence writing skills in English
especially for Class 4 and 5
Minimum levels of learning was assessed in July 2014 and again in April 2015 to evaluate whether the
learning is appropriate to the child’s age.
English Written

In April '15 the level of age
appropriate learning in English
written skills showed an
improvement in the students as
compared to the skills in July '14
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English Reading

Class 4 and 5 have shown
improvement in their sentence
reading skills

Telugu Written

Visible improvement in written skills
of sentences and words in Telugu as
compared to July'14

Telugu Reading

Almost all classes have shown around
40% improvement in reading skills.
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Mathematics

New mathematical operations such as
multiplication, division were learnt
by class 5 students an activity that
they were not able to perform earlier.

Pedagogical Activities

Baseline study (July 2014) and Endline study(April 2015)
Baseline study was conducted in basic concepts in Telugu, English and Mathematics

On an average there was around 52%
improvement in learning levels of
children in languages and mathematics.
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The graph shows clear enhanced
learning levels of in class 4

The graph showed overall progress in
the students’ performance except in
mathematics. The reason being the
complexity of learning content.

Selected teaching staff was entrusted with the responsibility of motivating the parents and spreading awareness
on RTE in the surrounding slum colonies and to participate in enrollment drive as a part of a Government
programme. The meetings and rally were successful as the enrollment rose from 170+ to 220 initially and
around 10 withdrawals later due to lack of proper transport facility and parents' migration.
Following the enrollment drive and recap sessions in July, a baseline test was conducted for the students in core
subjects Telugu, English, Mathematics and EVS. In MLL, general learning skills were tested where as in
Baseline subjects, specific syllabus based question papers were designed. The same test was used to assess the
progress in performance in the month of April 2015 with minor changes.
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There was visible improvement in
the learning levels of the students
in class 5.

Pedagogical interventions:
Followed by a series of training cum workshop sessions, the teachers were also trained in mathematical
concepts at primary level by Butterfly Fields. Butterfly Fields is an organization popular for its initiatives
in developing low cost and effective teaching aids and kits for children and staff. The whole process also
included well designed activity sheets.
The teachers were also trained in enhancement of reading skills and assessment of progress by
Mrs Sunanda from RDF Kalleda School. Mrs Sunanda is a well trained resource person in Grow By
Reading Programme by Hippocampus, Bangalore.

CCE –Training for RDF staff

BFF training in Maths concepts

Reading enhancement training
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Parents' participation:
Regular meetings were conducted for parents. Attendance of the parents on an average was above 60%
and almost touched 80% in one of the meetings. A school vision statement “A Healthy Mind in a
Healthy Body” was developed in one such meeting by involving other stakeholders. Parents were well
informed of the recent developments in the school and the role of partner organizations working for their
children’s prosperity and wellbeing. Parents were also informed about their children’s participation and
progress in curricular and extra curricular activities.

Height & Weight (comparative chart of 3 terms)

Co- Curricular & Extra Curricular Activities







Activity - Students’ elections were conducted to elect head girl and head boy.
Outcome - Children understood the process of conducting elections and the relevant procedures
Students participated in Swatcch school programme and cleaned their school premises
Outcome –Children became conscious of their surroundings and the importance of cleanliness
and their social responsibility.
Drawing, craft work, collage work, idol making.
Outcome -Children learnt the skills of drawing, collage work, craft work, idol making.
The staff including HM ensured that learning was fun and that children enjoyed the whole
process.
Outcome - Design of group activities outside the classroom, visit to local public places,
awareness creation visits, usage of TLM, workshops, etc. were some of the initiatives taken.
It is a problem - solving activity based on Math
Outcome - The programme was conducted as a workshop and simple techniques were taught
through learning in a play way method
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School grades
Summative assessment tests were conducted every term in the completed syllabus and grades were
awarded to the students according to their performance.

Overall the school performance was
assessed by grades and three summative
assessment tests that showed children’s
performance had improved from grade C to
B and B+.
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Monitoring & Evaluation visits
Visitor/s

Purpose

Dr Suresh Babu,
State Academic
Monitoring Officer

To study the best practices and to report on the
same to Education department.

Mandal level
Officers

As a part of monitoring visit AMO from the
district office visited the school and checked the
programme interventions and mid day meal

RDF Chairman

RDF Chairman Mr GVS Prasad visited the
school and observed the developments against
proposal action plan

RDF Treasurer

RDF Treasurer Mr Sridhar Chary along with
Mrs Jayashree, RDF volunteer visited the
school and checked inventory and the material
provided to the school as per SQIP
interventions.

RDF Senior staff &
Head Masters

Head Masters from RDF schools visited MPPS
and observed the classes. Reviewed with the
staff and checked the children’s work and
profiles.

TMF AP Incharge

Mr CV Kumar, TMF Incharge for Telangana
honored the HM and staff on the occasion of
Teachers Day.

TMF Delhi staff

A team from TMF Head Office visited school
and had gone through the programme material
in detail as a part of their visit

Bahadurpally village
sarpanch

Bahadurpally sarpanch Mr Srinivas is of great
support to the school and ready to lend his
support as and when requested
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Few excerpts of visible changes
Before

After
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Student’s feedback:
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